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ABSTRACT
Transitions towards low-carbon societies trigger renegotiations of justice concerns in
regions that have to abandon unsustainable, fossil-based production patterns. In
these transition regions, tensions may appear between inner- and supra-regional
justice claims on the one hand, and recognition-based and distributional justice
concerns on the other. Intermediary actors such as municipal politicians have to
navigate these spatial and moral tensions. Based on qualitative data generated in
the German lignite-mining region of Lusatia, ‘moral rifts’ are reconstructed that
shape local perceptions of justice. These rifts help elucidate how reconciliation in
this region proves to be difficult despite considerable redistributive efforts. Unless
patterns of misrecognition are adequately addressed, prospects for a successful
transformation of the region remain limited.
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1. Introduction

The climate crisis puts pressure on fossil-dependent regions to speed up energy transitions. Yet these urgent
transitions are riddled with social tensions and moral complexities. There are differing expectations of how
these transitions should proceed, which are frequently expressed as justice claims, emphasizing issues such
as regional and individual affectedness or political responsibility.

This article elucidates how actors at the intersection between inner- and supra-regional discourses respond
to and shape complex, spatially and morally diverging justice claims in the tension field between distribution
and recognition. These intermediary actors, such as mayors in affected municipalities, must attempt to make
sense of contradictory expectations. We propose the concept of ‘moral rifts’ to capture the (re-)negotiations of
conflicting moral expectations and spatial relations. Studying the region of Lusatia, Germany, we identify four
moral rifts—the ‘coal legacy rift’, ‘post-socialist rift’, ‘energy production rift’, and the ‘causation rift’—that are
strongly shaped by historical and cultural legacies as well as energy-related issues of production and decision-
making. We find that the nexus between recognition and distribution is emphasized by intermediary tran-
sition actors, thereby stressing moral and spatial tension fields in the German coal exit policy.

This article adds to the debate about just transitions by highlighting the deeply political nature and the
spatial implications of energy transitions. The analytical concept provided in this article is transferrable to
other transition regions. It therefore contributes to practical ambitions of avoiding political deadlock and is
helpful in further studying the morally sensitive aspects in recent phase-out decisions.

The article is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the relationships between distribution and recog-
nition, based on Nancy Fraser’s theory of justice, developing our concept of ‘moral rifts’. Section 3 introduces
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the methodological approach, which relies on interviews with municipal actors. Section 4 outlines the context
of the Lusatia case study. In our analysis (section 5), several moral rifts and their spatial implications are scru-
tinized, followed by discussion of the study findings (section 6) and conclusions (section 7).

2. Justice dimensions and their interrelations in moral rifts in coal transitions

Climate policy measures include plans to phase-out fossil-based energy generation and related industries. This
imposes pressure on communities and regions to determine how justice should be renegotiated in such tran-
sitions: who should be recognized, how can fair processes be organized, and who should be entitled to redis-
tribution measures? Local officials—mayors, councilors, or regional administrators—are confronted with
myriad justice claims, while seeking to ensure democratic representation and responsive governance.

The claim for organizing just transitions for workers and communities, on the one hand, clearly leans
towards an emphasis on distribution. On the other hand, workers in declining industries must often deal
with loss of recognition in parts of the public discourse. Aspects of redistribution and recognition therefore
intermingle.

The aim of this section is threefold: first, to recapitulate how environment-related justice and just transition
debates conceive of the different dimensions of justice; second, to discuss the relational perspective of distri-
butional and recognition-based justice, introduced by Nancy Fraser (1997, 1998; Fraser & Honneth, 2003);
and third, to set out our concept of ‘moral rifts’.

2.1. Intersecting dimensions of justice

Academic and activist debates in the environmental field have focused on issues such as environmental,
energy, and climate justice and the related transitions that may be deeply political and conflictual. It is charac-
teristic of these debates that different dimensions of justice—distributional, recognition-based, and procedural
aspects—have been frequently invoked1, while their complex relationship recently emerges as a point of dis-
cussion. Nancy Fraser discusses these dimensions as ‘rival conceptions of the substance of justice’ (Fraser,
2009, pp. 3–4, emphasis added), of the ‘what’, and notes a threat not only of partiality, but also of
incommensurability.

Theories on distributive justice consider the fair distribution of so-called primary goods, involving rights
and liberties, opportunities and powers, but also wealth and income. Redistribution may be sought, for
instance, from North to South, rich to poor, or between the regions of a country. Fraser suggests that maldis-
tribution as an economic injustice overlaps with processes of cultural discrimination and status inequalities
(Fraser & Honneth, 2003, pp. 86–87). The distribution of wealth and income is often negatively correlated
with that of environmental burdens in the energy transition (Sovacool et al., 2016; Sovacool & Dworkin,
2014; Walker, 2012).

In environmental, energy, and climate-related fields, attention to recognition-based injustices rooted in
social status inequalities (Fraser, 1997, 2009; Young, 1990) has increased. According to Fraser, the goal of poli-
tics of recognition is a difference-friendly world. In a nutshell, misrecognition arises ‘when institutions struc-
ture interaction according to cultural norms that impede parity of participation’ (Fraser & Honneth, 2003,
p. 29) which can also be observed in environmental conflicts (Schlosberg, 2007; Walker, 2012). Processes
of disrespect, stigmatization, and othering (Jenkins et al., 2018) related to the existing (mostly fossil-based)
energy system as well as to low-carbon transitions need careful consideration (McCauley et al., 2019).

In addition to recognition- and distribution-based concerns, the procedural dimension of justice looms
large, which includes access to information, meaningful participation in decision-making, lack of bias on
the part of decision-makers, and access to legal processes for achieving redress (Walker, 2012). These just pro-
cedures cannot be upheld if affected communities are not granted the necessary material or symbolic
resources.

Our contribution builds on recent research in the just transition field that has argued for a greater sensi-
tivity to tensions between sustainability and different justice dimensions in the context of transitions (Ciplet &
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Harrison, 2020). We agree with Kalt (2021) that justice in transitions has different meanings for different
actors, and that there are discursive struggles around them. The notion of striving for a just transition
(Heffron & McCauley, 2018; McCauley & Heffron, 2018; Newell & Mulvaney, 2013)—rooted in labor envir-
onmentalism (Morena et al., 2020; Stevis & Felli, 2015)—is particularly relevant for communities and regions
experiencing rapid changes due to climate-policy-driven transitions. Coal phase-outs are among the prime
examples where just transitions are needed, given the current local dependence of communities and workers
on coal extraction and combustion.

Nancy Fraser’s suggestion is to perceive of the relation between redistribution and recognition as perspec-
tival dualist. The aim is to allow for differentiation between economic and status differences, while acknowl-
edging their causal interaction. It would therefore be simplistic to convey ‘an either/or choice’ between ‘[c]lass
politics or identity politics, [m]ulticulturalism or social democracy’ (Fraser & Honneth, 2003, p. 8). A fair dis-
tribution of material resources ensures participants’ independence and ‘voice’. In turn, institutionalized pat-
terns of cultural value express equal respect for all participants and ensure equal opportunity for achieving
social esteem (Fraser & Honneth, 2003, p. 36). Understanding the nexus between recognition and redistribu-
tion is key to determining which procedures are needed for overcoming grievances and targeting injustice
claims conjointly. An appropriate response to these overlapping injustice claims needs to combine procedural,
restorative and other dimensions. We further agree with Fraser’s more recent suggestion that democratic pro-
cedures are not only needed to target both distributive and recognition-based injustices. What is more, the
adequate spatial scale at which justice should be accomplished often requires thorough deliberation (Fraser,
2009). Studying the conflictive settings of coal transition, we will therefore relate intertwined claims on the
substance of justice to their spatial implications.

2.2. Spatial dimensions of regional transformations

Justice claims in transitions vary not only regarding the implied substance of justice, but also regarding the
scales (Fraser, 2009) and scopes (Stevis & Felli, 2020) targeted by these claims. Citizens, decision-makers,
and stakeholders discuss questions such as who is responsible and who is affected by a transition in a
spatial–moral context. Related to this are normative standpoints about the level at which a just transition
should occur and which groups should be entitled transition support. This cuts both ways: spatial claims
are based on moral reasoning, while arguments about justice shape one’s view on spatial boundaries. Together,
the moral substance of justice—and the scales at which to seek for it—shape a moral–spatial field that reveals
the deeply political nature of transitions.

Our proposal for justice research is to look for what we coin ‘moral rifts’, that is, spatial divergences that are
based on moral reasoning. The term helps to capture the points at which different dimensions of justice come
together in the thinking and actions of local actors to justify processes of inclusion and exclusion. Moral rifts
are therefore dynamic: Actors find moral rifts in regional or supra-regional discourses and appropriate or
reject them to establish their own interpretations. They also emphasize the consequences for certain groups
while downplaying those affecting others.2 Concretely, we identify the ‘accounts’ (Scott & Lyman, 1968)
that combine negotiations of conflicting moral expectations and spatial relations.

As transitions towards sustainability are conflictual and power-laden (Avelino & Rotmans, 2009; Healy &
Barry, 2017), not all justice demands are considered equally in political arenas. Meadowcroft observes that
‘groups with the most power, […] incumbent groups, […] may have secured extensive subsidies and political
protections (for example […] much of the fossil fuel industry)’ (Meadowcroft, 2007, p. 308). The role of local
governments should then be to pursue a reflective governance style through transcending particular interests
and constructing an understanding of the public good (ibid., 2007, p. 309). Overall, calls for just transitions
frequently (though not always) concentrate on specific local and regional settings, which grants local govern-
ance actors including municipalities a great responsibility in working towards them.

Our concept of moral rifts builds on several fields of study. In political sociology, a host of contributions
have emerged around the notion of cleavages. This term captures how socioeconomic inequality is connected
to patterns of political mobilization and cultural recognition (Lipset & Rokkan, 1967). A recent global survey
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by Thomas Piketty and others shows how education and cultural status increasingly shape the way that income
inequalities influence election results (Gethin et al., 2021). While these authors capture the spatial dimension
mostly by state borders, interpretative approaches show how differences between and within cities and regions
are articulated and potentially re-interpreted in processes of political polarization. This includes Hochschild’s
(2018) analysis of ‘empathy walls’ between urban Democrats and rural Republicans in the US, or Mau’s (2019)
observation of ‘fractures’ that characterize East Germany as a post-socialist society. These terms illustrate that
the mutual constitution of spatial differences and moral injustices is often tacit. Spatial inequities do not
necessarily lead to open conflict. Further research, according to Göran Therborn, should therefore look at
the ‘fault lines’ that lie dormant until controversial policies turn inequalities into pronounced conflicts (Ther-
born, 2021, p. 25).

Moreover, we argue in line with political geographers that cleavages are often articulated in close connec-
tion to contested processes that re-define regional borders. Lagendijk (2007), among other scholars, relates the
‘omnipresence’ of the notion of regions to both structural factors as well as discursive articulations that
together present a form of discursive hegemony. The recent notion of coal regions or transition regions
reveals, yet again, that internal and external discourses overlap. That is, actors within and outside the affected
territory constantly construct, reference, or renegotiate regional boundaries (Agnew, 2013). In turn, widely
accepted boundaries, for example state borders, become argumentative resources for actors who seek to inte-
grate or reject various justice dimensions. This boundary work either leads to the clarification of reconcilable
positions or to a heightened perception of moral conflict.

We are thus looking at an underlying, bidirectional nexus between spatial and moral justice claims that
comes to the fore in contested political processes: regional boundaries are often defined based on moral argu-
ments, while moral arguments imply moments of spatial differentiation. With the empirical study of moral
rifts, we want to trace this nexus.

2.3. Towards a relational perspective on ‘moral rifts’

As a methodological approach to capturing the nexus between recognition and redistribution, we have intro-
duced the practice-oriented concept of moral rifts. Depending on moment and place as well as the standpoint
in political space, actors communicatively test and constantly adjust their moral reasoning, thus invoking par-
ticular moral priorities and spatial boundaries. This leads to complex, locally situated and often very fragile
practices of moral coordination (Thévenot, 2001). Particularly in value conflicts, individual and collective
actors face a justification imperative (Boltanski & Thévenot, 2000). Actors are pressurized to either organize
a productive dissonance (Stark, 2009), to compromise, or to risk the escalation of conflicts (Boltanski & Thé-
venot, 2006). Local policy makers are especially likely to be held accountable for the way they combine spatial
and moral frames. They serve as communicators in both directions: from a bottom-up perspective, they are
representatives of their municipalities on wider national/European stages, from a top-down perspective, they
rather serve as arbiters for the ways in which such higher-level discourses are taken up in local contexts.

It is important to stress that moral rifts have both a structural and a performative dimension: In commu-
nicative situations, for instance in interviews, actors invoke moral rifts that they have heard about elsewhere,
while re-interpreting the claim and their own position in the field. Actors such as mayors can bridge or mend,
emphasize or deepen the rifts they encounter. This response to and reconfiguration of moral tensions has a
deeply spatial dimension, as actors also rely on cognitive and communicative frames to foreground or back-
ground particular scales, and their own positionality. Framing an issue using a certain scale and/or level
involves processes of inclusion or exclusion through discursive claims that issues should be resolved at certain
scales of regulation (Kurtz, 2003; van Lieshout et al., 2011). While this is often subconscious and non-instru-
mental, in situations of explicit conflict or in formal roles of responsibility, this scale framing can have a stra-
tegic dimension. Our study thus builds on recent contributions that consider aspects of scale and scale framing
in local transition processes (Everts & Müller, 2020; Weller, 2019).

The broader perspective we suggest highlights the ambiguous character of socioecological transformations
that affect regions unequally. We propose that moral rifts represent an ideal-typical concept for the study of
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just transitions: They capture the pluralist landscape of actors and trace their emergent positionalities in
moments of change. The relational perspective on justice helps understanding which concrete standpoints
on just transition can be found empirically. This can inform normative judgements that go beyond the polar-
ized camps that characterize parts of the transition debate (Boltanski & Thévenot, 2000). In the following we
describe the empirical setting and our methodological approach.

3. Case construction and methodology

The present study combines several sources of qualitative empirical research to explore and describe the multi-
dimensional justice concerns relevant to the local contexts. At the heart of our research is a set of eight semi-
structured expert interviews with mayors in Lusatia (Bogner et al., 2009). The decision to focus on municipal
actors is based on the assumption that mayors combine two interesting perspectives: a bottom-up perspective
in which they interact with higher governance tiers up to the federal and EU levels, and a top-down perspective
in which they facilitate local discourses and concerns within their districts. Navigating these intersecting dis-
courses requires moral coordination and sense-making on the part of civic leaders. They have an active role in
addressing distributive and recognition-based justice claims. On the recognition side, regional and municipal
policy makers often witness cases of misrecognition and concerns about local voices not being heard in
national politics. On the distributive side, mayors can work to attract investment, funding, and externally
financed institutions. Their responsibilities include projecting commercial areas, building local roads, or
improving the livability of their municipalities through cultural opportunities. This research focuses on the
case of the Lausitzrunde, a bottom-up alliance of dozens of mayors in the active coal-mining area in Lusatia.
The network represents a public arena in which mayors collectively claim recognition and attempt to organize
funding for the post-coal transition at the municipal level.

Five of the eight interviews, each of 60–75 min duration, were conducted during March and April 20203,
initially in-person and subsequently (due to restrictions of the COVID-19 pandemic) as phone interviews. In
addition to these five conversations, three additional mayors had been interviewed in the preceding year.4 The-
matically, the interview questionnaire focused on the following topics: citizens’ attitudes toward structural
change in the municipality; the role of sustainability in the structural transition; municipal networks; inter-
faces to other governance levels; and finally, the role of citizen participation. The interview data were com-
bined with comprehensive research on the governance processes for the decision and implementation of
the coal phase-out, for instance related to the so-called ‘coal commission.’ Moreover, we attended half a
dozen meetings and workshops that were organized by, or targeted at, municipal policy makers in Lusatia.

The interviews were transcribed and subsequently analyzed using MaxQDA software. The coding system
was developed deductively, based on categories in line with the interview questionnaire. Specifically, we aimed
to differentiate various codes of distributive and recognition-based aspects. We then looked for passages in
which they intersect. At these intersections, quotations have been selected to conduct hermeneutical interpret-
ations (Lueger et al., 2005). The interpretations were directed at the latent patterns of meaning (Titscher et al.,
2003). In this process, a broad horizon of possible interpretations is contrasted with the actualized options
‘until the structure of a particular case is clear’ (ibid., 2003, p. 203). The plausibility of the interpretations,
which are presented below as ‘moral rifts’, was discussed and reformulated in close correspondence with sev-
eral colleagues investigating the same region.

4. Coal is over, what comes next? Political conditions of structural change in Lusatia

Lusatia is a heterogeneous, rural, cross-border region located mainly in the eastern part of Germany. The Sor-
bian ethnic minority has shaped the German part of the region for centuries, and thus multilingualism and
cultural diversity are integral to Lusatia (Jacobs & Nowak, 2020). The region has been affected by decades-
long lignite coal mining and related industrial activities, and by abrupt economic and social change in the
post-socialist era. It has now entered a new phase, marked by federal laws that will phase out coal from the
energy mix by 2038 at the latest (and probably earlier).
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Historically, coal has shaped the region of Lusatia since the mid-nineteenth century. During the socialist
era, the ‘coal and energy district’ of Cottbus was massively developed, accompanied by strong population
growth and the appreciation of workers’ identities. In the course of German reunification, the uncompetitive
coal sector of the former East Germany collapsed and more than 90% of the workers lost their jobs (Statistik
der Kohlenwirtschaft, e.V., 2021). Other sectors such as textiles and glass vanished almost entirely. The econ-
omic decline led to large-scale unemployment and considerable demographic change. These developments
have put municipalities in dire straits by reducing their tax income base and restricting their capacity to
improve so-called soft location factors (ZWL, 2020). On the individual level, the post-socialist transformation
has been experienced by many as a takeover accompanied by socio-cultural devaluation and ‘status-related
declassification’ (Mau, 2019). This is an important consideration in understanding the misrecognition that
still persists in parts of eastern Germany. Past negative experiences affect the readiness to accept and shape
a renewed structural change process.

The devastating climatic impact of lignite combustion has led to increasing mobilization against coal in
recent years. Since 2018, the nation-wide ‘coal commission’ discussed pathways for the phase-out of coal,
structural support for affected regions, and energy policy implications (Gürtler et al., 2021). The recommen-
dations of the commission were implemented more than a year later by the German federal government
through the Act to Reduce and End Coal-Fired Power Generation and a Structural Development Act. Coal-
dependent regions in Germany will receive €40 billion as support for the transition (of which €17 billion is
earmarked for the region of Lusatia), while workers and coal utilities will be compensated. The compensation
packages are more generous than in other countries that are implementing a coal phase-out (Nacke et al.,
2021). The governance structure5 for the accelerated structural change has a focus on the effective distribution
of economic support through federal and state ministries.

An indicator that misrecognition restricts the readiness to engage in political debate and transition activi-
ties is that the region has seen strong populist mobilization in recent years. The partly authoritarian, partly
right-wing-extremist party Alternative für Deutschland (AfD; Alternative for Germany) opposes the coal
phase-out, and incites anti-immigrant and anti-elite sentiments. AfD became the most successful political
party in the region during the state-level elections of 2019.

5. Justice claims in Lusatia

In the following, we present qualitative insights into our interviews. We highlight the role of local policy-
makers, interrelate moral and spatial aspects, and introduce four moral rifts.

5.1. The moral substance of justice—distribution first, recognition second?

In the interview material, mayors refer strongly to the nexus of distribution and recognition by emphasizing
that the latter is recently underestimated. Although they anticipate considerable transition funds for affected
municipalities, they expect that administrative constraints, negative historical experiences, and deficient gov-
ernance concepts will hinder their local efficacy. In this context, mayors claim that overcoming financial defic-
its would be only a first step in addressing the lack of trust that citizens place in public institutions. One
interview partner shows understanding for disenchanted citizens and their ‘sensitivities, because [these citi-
zens] lost in this process after 1990, they see themselves as losers’ (I2), and proceeds to reflect upon a wide-
spread sentiment in the region ‘that money alone will not suffice’. One of her colleagues goes so far as to
consider the funding schemes as a bribe:

And it is an impertinence that the one who has made the decision does not mitigate the consequences of the decision, but—
and I say this quite deliberately—wants to buy his way out of his responsibility. That is outrageous. Outrageous. […] The
EU and the federal government must develop the concepts here and […] must not push this responsibility into the region.
That is indecent. (I3)
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This quote points to a position that many local policy makers and most of our interviewees endorse: the
emphasis on redistribution must not come at the cost of recognition-based and procedural injustices. A reflec-
tion on recent coal transition governance instruments in Germany such as the ‘coal commission’ shows that a
thorough societal dialogue process was not established, whereas other countries such as Canada have pursued
more inclusive policies (Gürtler et al., 2021).

5.2. The divide between inner and outer justice and the homogenization of a region

The rifts we identify in this paper reflect different spatial claims expressed in inner- and supra-regional dis-
courses. The study of the Lausitzrunde municipal network demonstrates how mayors respond to these dis-
courses. At the same time, they purposefully seek to redefine the target region under transition. By
reinterpreting spatial inclusion and exclusion, they implicitly determine which communities can rightfully
claim compensation for their losses in the process of phasing out coal.

Figure 1 captures both moral and spatial aspects of justice. The moral dimension refers to distribution-and
recognition-based aspects of justice, which are interconnected, yet appear in different proportions. The spatial
distinction emerges from the observation that our interview partners often draw an explicit or implicit line
between inner- and supra-regional concerns.

Another aspect that intricately combines spatial and moral exclusions is the aim of most local representa-
tives to speak with one voice. This is one of their key strategies in negotiating adequate support vis-à-vis higher
political levels.6 This describes the external dimension. In the inner-regional context, however, distinct issues
of economic distribution and social status subordination arise; below the surface, the region is diverse in
demographic, spatial, and political aspects. Our interview partners, who represent local communities, are posi-
tioned directly at the intersection of internal diversity and external representation.

Figure 1. Local mayors’ position at the intersection of spatial and moral justice concerns.
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Both aspects represent the key functions of the bottom-up municipal network called Lausitzrunde. Mayors
have the dual task of organizing outside financial support and recognition on the one hand, while ensuring
local unanimity and the avoidance of conflict on the other. Regarding external visibility, mayors assert that
the network has the ‘function […] to take people along and to be the political voice for these people’ (I3)
at the state and federal level. The Lausitzrunde and its representatives have, for example, established regular
meetings to coordinate negotiations with state-level or federal policy makers. The appointment of one of the
spokespersons of the Lausitzrunde as a commissioner for the German ‘coal commission’ was a remarkable
opportunity for the mayors’ network. Furthermore, members of the Lausitzrunde have collectively signed
the European ‘Declaration of Mayors on Just Transition’. The necessity for this intense coordination can
be seen in the context of past frustration and the perception of being disregarded. Related to the function
of providing a political voice for local concerns at higher political levels is the objective of organizing the maxi-
mum level of economic support for the region at the national level. The considerable funding for the region as
a result of federal policies demonstrates that regional policy makers successfully gained national attention over
the last years.

On the inner-regional dimension, mayors in Lusatia worry about the risk that internal quarrels over funds
and resources might compromise the authority of the alliance to represent the region as such. One interviewee
(I3) fears that ‘as soon as we have a dispute, the political perception instrument will no longer be perceived
[sic], because the state governments and the counties say: “look, they already disagree among themselves,”’
(I3) which would mean the end of the municipal alliance.

The goal of having the region speak with one voice carries the risk of obscuring the inner-regional diversity
of a heterogeneous region such as Lusatia. This becomes obvious when one mayor describes a discussion with
the spokesperson of an environmental activist group after a film screening. He recalls:

And then I talked to the lady, I say, ‘Look at these two.’ One of them I went to school with and the other one, I know him
well because [… he works] as a mechatronic engineer […] in the power plant […] They have worked for almost 40 years in
the company; I know them. But the ones you are bringing in, I don’t know them. And when you ask some of these people,
‘Why are you here, do you know anything about lignite?’ … they yell ‘No,’ ‘it’s dirty here! It’s just crap!’ You don’t get
reasonable answers. People talk about us, but not with us. (I1)

In this passage, which combines issues of work, belonging and recognition, the mayor draws a dividing line in
both moral and spatial terms: environmental activists arguably come from outside the region and somewhat
overwhelm the presumably homogenous local population. In positioning his local constituency, he constitutes
a narration of ‘us against them’ which corresponds with what Kalt (2021) has identified as a contentious nar-
rative of jobs vs. climate justice. This narration, which often emerged in our interviews, also resonates with the
distinction between winners and losers in the energy transition (Carley & Konisky, 2020). The mayors tend to
see themselves at the weaker end of economic, political, and cultural cleavages.

As a municipal network the Lausitzrunde considers itself as uniting the subregions that are affected by the
loss of coal industries. They even equate themselves with those ‘core communities’ that will be most affected by
the coal phase out. This definition excludes areas that are more distant from the coal sites. The identity of the
region as a ‘coal region’, which has been dominant in recent history, is yet again articulated in order to receive
transition benefits. This claimed unity can additionally rely on the perceived maldistribution in the context of
rural development, and a perceived shaming of local coal workers. However, the homogeneous framing dis-
regards those places that are relatively remote from open pit mines and power plants and overshadows other
sources of identity. Furthermore, even within the same geographical reference areas, particular groups are
tacitly excluded by the positive reference to the previous benefits of the coal industry. Among the groups over-
looked by such a ‘coal narrative’ are those who have lost their homes, and even entire villages, located in the
path of devastating surface-mining operations. One particular group that has suffered strong cultural and
socioeconomic loss due to coal mining is the Sorb ethnic minority. Our interview partners partially acknowl-
edge that the unevenness of these various impacts has divided village communities and even families (I4, I7).
Yet, local political institutions and communities have been largely unable to find a productive way to involve
these misrecognition experiences on an equal footing. Other groups with justified claims for greater
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recognition are also marginalized, for instance through a gender bias (F wie Kraft, 2020) or through the under-
representation of the younger population (Luh et al., 2020) in the decision-making procedures for the tran-
sition in Lusatia.

This indicates how local discourses among policy makers pay comparatively little attention to internal
diversity, thereby accepting a risk of reifying a homogenizing and exclusive view on the region, as discussed
in section 6. Moreover, the presented insights highlight the difficulty of determining appropriate scales for
addressing justice concerns (Fraser, 2009).

5.3. Moral rifts in Lusatia

The perspectival dualist understanding of redistribution and recognition sheds light on an ethical and social
nexus that emerges in locally specific ways. We will now turn to the moral rifts that result from the dual
pressure of transition funding on the one hand and the perceived absence of equal recognition on the
other. Altogether, four rifts that are specific to the conducted interviews have been identified (Figure 2). How-
ever, these are neither exhaustive for the region nor account for all dimensions of energy transitions. There are
likely to be additional rifts that were less prominent in the empirical material.

The following quote neatly unravels those various dimensions and the underlying spatial dynamic:

‘We who work in the coal industry do a lot to ensure energy security, so that the cell phones in Berlin work, that everyone
can set up their co-working spaces everywhere: We supply the energy.’ And it is a very negative image that is directed […]
at the city of Berlin specifically. […] where thirty percent vote Green, but there is not even a wind turbine in Berlin. (I3)

Firstly, the interviewee refers to the long history of coal production, and the decline in economic and cultural
value experienced by this former industrial powerhouse. This implies a historical perspective that recognizes
that there was a period during which fossil energy was much more accepted in the face of related risks and

Figure 2. Moral rifts in Lusatia.
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benefits. Even if this has changed, the interviewee constructs an understanding of the legacies of the fossil
economy that should be appreciated and defended against environmental critics. He goes on to argue as
follows:

‘We do something for prosperity, namely energy, but we are the bad guys who destroy the future of children and grand-
children because we do it with natural resources… or CO2, climate change […].’ And everyone here knows that coal has
no future. But who is going to say that out loud? (I3)

We refer to this specific moral contradiction as the ‘coal legacy rift’ because the transition to renewables is
closely tied to the devaluation of industrial labor and related lifestyles. It is important to mention that
other mayors refer to the ‘legacy rift’ in a different way. One interviewee is concerned that the current trans-
formation is predominantly shaped by previous proponents of the coal industry:

And here, of course, there are again fears that facts are being created again, money is being invested that our grandchildren
may not need for infrastructure. So we need a broad discussion, and civil society must be taken seriously. (I8)

This interviewee’s interpretation of the ‘legacy rift’ leans towards ‘our grandchildren’ as a yardstick for sustain-
able development which, consequently, needs to integrate more pluralistic viewpoints beyond those that are
historically attached to coal industries. The (dis-)continuous dependencies on coal, which tie together indus-
trial, political and cultural aspects, remain a point of contention in all our interviews.

Secondly, there is another historical dimension that we coin the ‘post-socialist rift’. Coal regions in East
Germany and other parts of Central and Eastern Europe experienced the shock of rapid and devastating trans-
formation during the 1990s. Although economic injustices were the most prominent, many East Germans also
experienced social insecurity and status subordination (Engler, 1999; Willisch, 2008) that still persist in part
and have been passed down through subsequent generations. In post-socialist regions with declining industrial
cultures this refers to a specific set of experiences of the past. A mayor of a severely affected town explains why
some residents have low expectations towards the transition:

They see again, we are marginalized again. Again, nobody cares about us. Blooming landscapes were promised; but every-
one had a different idea of what blooming landscapes are. We have them, sure, everywhere… But nobody meant that. So
this is a constant struggle to really take people along and say: Come on, now we take care of this, then we’ll tackle the next
problem, and so forth. (I2)

These past negative experiences—the interviewee refers to German Chancellor Helmut Kohl’s promise of
‘blooming landscapes’ after the Fall of the Berlin Wall—now complicate the readiness to tackle the transition
of the coming years. She reports that citizens not only believe that the coal exit is not well thought out, but also
that they are ‘being fooled about the promised money.’ Although this fear seems exaggerated, given the legally
binding policy provisions passed in the German Parliament in July 2020, it illustrates how the inherited lack of
recognition undermines the moral impact of redistributive measures. One of her colleagues adds that ‘the
human component has been completely violated until now, and people feel that.’ (I3)

Thirdly, the devaluation of industrial labor and related lifestyles in the wake of the energy transition (first
‘legacy rift’) is closely related to what we call the ‘production rift’. Energy consumers in urban centers and rural
areas have different spatial and social relationships to energy production. Our interviews suggest that on aver-
age close proximity to mining sites and perceived distance from energy-intensive metropolitan areas leads to a
more positive valuation of fossil energy. The interviewee (see the first quotation in this sub-section above) con-
trasts the coal industry with relatively new technologies and concepts—such as the mobile phone or the cul-
tural and professional novelty of co-working spaces—which are partially powered by fossil fuels. The
interviewee sees the rise of creative and digital lifestyles, which he clearly associates with an environmentally
progressive population in the nearby capital of Berlin, as a process of exploiting yet simultaneously de-valuing
the coal industry. However, he claims that the energy-intensive lifestyles among cosmopolitan Berliners are
just as unsustainable as the energy production that they condemn yet benefit from.

The fourth rift found in our interviews distinguishes between those groups that have actively called for the
energy transition and those that are paying for it. We call this the ‘causation rift’. This was already mentioned
in an earlier quotation presented above (‘the one who has made the decision does not mitigate the
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consequences of the decision’, I3). The same interviewee alludes to this rift when he describes the voting
behavior of an urban population that is otherwise unrelated or socially and spatially detached from more
rural and industrial communities. Political recognition is—in this view—primarily assigned to the call for
environmental transformations, not to the industrial labor that underpins Germany’s economic stability.
Another local mayor points out that the producers of affordable energy even feel like second class citizens
in the process of shifting the burden away from urban communities:

And I can also stand up in Berlin […] or […] Potsdam and say, ‘well, we really need to get out of coal’. We would have to do
it all through renewable energies, wind turbines, no problem. Yes, if the thing is not on our own doorstep, I can make such
demands. (I2)

This interview shows that one aspect of the quarrel in Lusatia is about blame shifting, seeing either energy
producers or rather consumers as the main cause of fossil fuel emissions. Many of the mayors tend to down-
play the emissions caused by coal production, and argue that those who have instigated the current changes—
namely the civic and political agents of ambitious climate policy—should take on the responsibility of
responding to the resulting burdens of the transition.

The promise of financial redistribution, which only became possible through the decision to phase out coal,
cannot compensate for the perception of misrecognition. Many mayors want to act as both cultural caretakers
and political entrepreneurs. They thus emphasize their loyalty with an arguably marginalized population and
connect it to their instrumental interest in acquiring large transition funds.

Altogether, the four rifts show that local policy makers—who represent the first point of contact for local
justice claims—struggle to embrace a federal policy approach that overwhelmingly follows the principles of
distributive justice. In their view, transition funds alone are insufficient to appease the very conflicts they
have to manage in daily face-to-face interactions. The rifts also demonstrate how moral struggles in Lusatia
are articulations of larger debates such as the political–ideological conflicts between cosmopolitan and com-
munitarian communities, and the rise of populism in disadvantaged regions (Goodhart, 2017). Several of the
interviewees themselves draw a historical connection between perceptions of neglect and the rise of populism:

This human frustration is also one of the central reasons why a huge number of thirty percent voted AfD here. They don’t
vote for AfD because they are all on the far right or because they are climate deniers. Instead, they vote for AfD because [the
AfD] reflects an attitude to life, namely: ‘Here is someone who will take care of us for a change’. They don’t actually do that
—the [AfD] proposals in my town are all catastrophic. But that’s the feeling that people have. (I3)

In this passage, the mayor argues that the right-wing AfD party capitalizes politically on issues of cultural
devaluation (legacy rift), unfair distribution of economic recognition (production rift), and uneven distri-
bution of political agency (causation rift). However, the interviewees do not problematize the injustices
and even violent harms that partially originate in the rise of right-wing extremism. In the following we discuss
the key insights of our study, while proposing the lens of moral rifts as an ideal-typical concept for analyzing
local justice claims.

6. Discussion

From an outside perspective, Lusatia’s position may seem comfortable to many. Significant redistributive
efforts are being undertaken, particularly on a national level. Yet, standalone redistribution policies are insuffi-
cient although they constitute a necessary condition to ensure participation parity (Fraser & Honneth, 2003).
So how to specify the moral-spatial debate that currently occurs in well-funded transition regions such as
Lusatia?

Many of our interviewees on a local level reject the notion of appeasing conflicts through generous funding.
Sincere concern about being overlooked and misjudged once again is mixed with skepticism about whether
municipalities can benefit from the extensive funding. Moreover, local energy transitions relate to broader
debates about the legitimate funding approach to sustainable transformations, about the differences between
cities and countryside, and about cultural discrimination (often referred to as identity politics). This broadly
implies questions regarding democracy and just transition, while local policy makers face very concrete
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challenges with regard to funding and social cohesion. In the following, we discuss how energy transitions can
be broadly framed and locally studied.

6.1. Transformative change beyond populist appropriation?

Nancy Fraser has suggested that transformative policies, by contrast to affirmative ones, seek to eliminate
inequities at the root causes (Fraser & Honneth, 2003, pp. 72–82). Her approach endorses a broad program
of inter- and intragenerational justice that goes beyond piecemeal solutions for affected workers. Energy tran-
sitions, in this view, can integrate redistributive and recognition-based strategies and provide the ground for
later, more radical, change, for instance regarding structural inequities between cities and countryside, or glo-
bal North and global South. Our study confirms the need for such a broader perspective in three fundamental
ways.

First, distributive efforts need to be closely integrated with recognition-based efforts. In Lusatia, such a more
forward-looking politics of recognitionwould need to set inmotion processes that value not only workers’ iden-
tities but also the diverse experiences ofmisrecognition that are not necessarily coal-related, for instance regard-
ing gender, ethnic belonging, or experiences of discrimination. Whether a broadened approach can be
successful in the sense that it goes beyond reifying tendencies and critically engages with human–nature
relationships is a contingent and political question. The inclusion of misrecognition is but one (although
often under-represented) aspect that is needed to achieve greater participation parity and fairer transitions.

Second, recognition-based justice claims need to be critically scrutinized in order to avoid tendencies of
exclusion by inclusion. Indeed, the interviews in Lusatia explicitly show how the recognition-based claims
emerge from an incumbent position: on the one hand, those who previously enjoyed a privileged position
now fear economic decline and status subordination. Within municipalities that consider themselves as
part of a relatively homogeneous coal region, incumbent groups have become more visible than other voices.
On the other hand, rather marginalized voices–among them citizens whose villages have been displaced in the
name of extractivist industries as well as parts of the Sorbian minority–are largely unable to successfully chal-
lenge incumbent positions at the local level. Historically inherited positionalities and multi-dimensional
power relations therefore need to be taken into account when analyzing claims for greater recognition-
based justice. At the same time, mayors represent key agents of societal inclusion, innovation, and local cli-
mate policies, so that their points of view need to be understood and discussed, even if they entail problematic
claims.

Third, the recent rise of right-wing populism comes with the risk that rightful claims to recognize local
communities may overlap with problematic claims of homogeneity and exclusion. Fraser has warned of the
danger of a ‘communitarianism that […] simplifies and reifies group identities’ (Fraser & Honneth, 2003,
p. 91). Indeed, some of our interview passages resonate with populist figures of thought (Müller, 2017): the
ideas of a voiceless people dominated by disconnected elites, a relatively homogeneous territory and popu-
lation, and the prioritization of natives or locals being more entitled to redistribution benefits than alleged
outsiders. This must be noted although the interviewed mayors emphasize their distance from populist parties.
These motives are clearly reminiscent of historical and contemporary far-right movements, but they also
allude to very concrete and historically based experiences of subordination. Populists in Lusatia instrumenta-
lize hegemonic claims for recognition, especially the expressed distinctions between rural populations and
urban elites, and between Eastern and Western Germany. However, it is possible to respond to recognition
deficits without falling into populist argumentation patterns. Therefore, claims for recognition, which are
plausibly raised given the troubled history of Lusatia, must be openly discussed and critically distinguished
from populist narratives.

Just transitions in this view need to combine distribution and recognition, critically scrutinize local identity
claims and be specifically cautious of rhetorically homogenizing the affected regions. Against these insights,
studying moral rifts is a critical addition to the toolkit of interpretative policy analysis, which is suited to
study the localized connections between climate change, the social consequences of climate policy, and
populism.
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6.2. Moral rifts as a methodological innovation

The discussion and the empirical insights suggest that the concept of moral rifts is a methodological inno-
vation to capture the role of intermediary actors at the intersection between local and global justice discourses.
It builds on earlier just transition research, uses sociological methods of interpretative analysis and connects it
to Fraser’s theory of justice. The concept is suited to reconstruct and interpret actors’ perspectives in the midst
of various justice debates, while maintaining a critical distance to the overall interplay of political and ethical
standpoints. This approach can specifically add to the emerging field of research that studies the nexus of
right-wing populists and local sustainable energy transformations (Fraune & Knodt, 2018).

Moral rifts represent a transferrable concept for jointly analyzing spatial and moral justice claims, thereby
adding to the academic debate on the political nature of (more versus less) just transitions. As we have
demonstrated in the context of the German coal phase-out in Lusatia, justice discourses can be localized
in the energy transition, while highlighting distribution and recognition aspects as equally important and
mutually entwined categories. Our specific findings go back to cross-regional trends: the ‘legacy rift’ stresses
cultural path dependencies that shape most coal regions, while the post-socialist experience is specific to
Central and Eastern Europe. The geographic dispersion and moral ambivalence suggest that the list of
moral rifts cannot be exhaustive. What is specific for Lusatia is the combination of said rifts. Future research
can compare different justice-related priorities among municipal actors across regions, explore the role of
further intermediary actors, trace how these intermediary actors argue and behave in different settings at
different levels, or deepen understanding of the link between past harms of extractivist industries and puta-
tive compensations.

Certainly, our study has a number of limitations: the interviews were used for hermeneutic analysis, but a
larger study is warranted in order to verify or extend the set of moral rifts highlighted above. This also can
stimulate the discussion of the proposed framework, which will benefit from application in regions with differ-
ent preconditions. Our primary focus on the redistribution–recognition nexus furthermore bears the question
of which democratic and participatory processes would be useful in seeking to jointly address misrecognition
and maldistribution. Together with analyzing restorative justice claims—which are relevant in cases like the
one discussed here, where previous experiences overshadow the current transition—this could feature more
prominently in future work.

7. Conclusion

While debates on just transitions and related issues have referred to different dimensions of justice, this con-
tribution demonstrates how recognition-based and distributive justice claims are differently weighed in local
settings. Based on Fraser’s relational approach to jointly overcome maldistribution and misrecognition, we
have unfolded the complex and intertwined moral rifts in a coal-dependent region facing structural change.

In Lusatia, recent years have been shaped by attempts to position the region as speaking with one voice.
From the perspective of the interviewed mayors and regional policy makers, this has proven relatively success-
ful for maximizing federal subsidies offered for the transition. Greater recognition is claimed for the difficulties
of the post-socialist transformation; for workers’ identities and the legacy of coal; for specific lifestyles that are
allegedly devalued by urban communities; and for ongoing experiences of neglect and domination of the
regions of the former East Germany. As these issues intersect, the specific reference points for recognition
claims often remain somewhat diffuse. A number of ill-defined justice concerns emerge in regional transition
settings, while many municipal actors seek to narrowly define the boundaries of the region based on its coal
heritage. These homogenization efforts prevent adequate appreciation of inner-regional diversity. Another
threat is the populist instrumentalization of such a homogeneous construction of the region.

We suggest that careful and context-specific analysis of moral rifts can also be conducted in a similar way
for other transition regions. One way to incorporate recognition-based aspects is to foster deliberative pro-
cesses as an approach to overcome both misrecognition and maldistribution. Nevertheless, the experience
in Lusatia and further prospects for well-designed participation measures cannot disguise the fact that
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fundamental transitions bring about substantial societal struggles that often require protracted and sensitive
negotiation.

Notes

1. Further dimensions of justice, such as equal capabilities (based on the work of Amartya Sen and Martha Nussbaum) or
restorative justice—repairing the harm that has been done to an individual—are discussed within the field but will not
be elaborated upon here.

2. With this conceptualization of moral rifts, we differ from Chakrabarty’s (2014) understanding, who has previously used the
term to capture how anthropogenic climate change challenges our ability to think on several scales and temporalities.
While Chakrabarty proposes a scalar shift from global to planetary as part of the concept of the Anthropocene, we
trace the local implications of post-fossil transformations.

3. In one case, the interview was carried out with a departmental head as the mayor was not available.
4. Two of these interviews were conducted by our colleague Tobias Haas to whom we owe sincere gratitude.
5. For a more detailed overview of the governance arrangements, see Haas and Gürtler (2019); Herberg et al. (2020, p. 22 ff).
6. Justice discourses external to the region are aggregated in this contribution, while being aware that they are certainly highly

heterogeneous. They are shaped by justice claims for instance at global, supra-national, and national scales. Regional and
intermediary actors perceive these claims as external to local discourses.
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